The new common approach for integrity checking of digital images is developed. The new features of formal parameters defining image are revealed, theoretically grounded and practically tested. The characteristics of the mutual arrangement of left and right singular vectors corresponding to the largest singular value of the image's matrix (block of matrix) and the vector composed of singular numbers is obtained. Formal parameters are obtained using normal singular decomposition of matrix (block of matrix) which is uniquely determined. It is shown that for most blocks of original image (no matter lossy or lossless) the angle between the left (right) mentioned singular vector and vector composed of singular numbers is defined by the angle between the n-optimal vector and the vector of standard basis of the range corresponding dimension. It is shown that the determined feature brakes for the mentioned formal parameters in a non-original image. This shows the integrity violation of the image, i.e. the existence of the additional information embedded using steganography algorithms. So this can be used as a basis for development of new universal steganography methods and algorithms, and one example of the realization is proposed. The efficiency of the proposed algorithm won't depend on the details of steganography method used for embedding. All the obtained results can be easily adapted for the digital video and audio analysis.
Introduction
The integrity of information is one of the main criteria of safety. Today data objects are usually presented in a digital format (images, audio and video). If you use such objects in the media, medicine, science, judicial investigations, etc. you must be sure in the absence of the unauthorized changes. This makes the task of checking their integrity extremely important.
The modern level of IT has led to wide circulation of different types of digital content falsification including digital images. The existing methods for detection of images integrity violation are not satisfactory (Rey and Dugelay, 2002; Amerini, et al., 2013; Farid, 2009; Gul and Kurugollu, 2010) .
A special case of the digital content integrity violation is embedding the additional information using steganography algorithms for future sending or storage. Recently there was intensification of scientific and research activities in the steganography area. The reason is that in many countries of the world there is the restriction or even denial of use of cryptographic tools for information protection. Publication of the obtained results in the field of steganography in press with open access provided increasing possibilities of using results of researches by various anti-state and terrorist structures. So it is extremely important to improve the steganalysis efficiency to detect the presence of hidden information at the present moment. However the existing steganalytical methods, which are positioned as universal, focused on a limited set of steganography algorithms (Bobok and Kobozeva, 2011; Natarajan and Anitha, 2012) . Such methods essentially can't guarantee the detection of the new steganography algorithms. In addition the effectiveness of many existing steganalytical methods critically depends on the format of digital image container as well as the format in which the image is stored after the embedding of hidden information. An important and unresolved task of steganalysis is the detection of hidden information with low embedding rate (Bobok and Kobozeva, 2011) . All this indicates inconsistency of the existing approaches used in the development of universal steganalytical methods. The integrity violation of the digital image container is a prerequisite of steganography transformation and the detection of these violations can be used as the steganalysis basis. Such approach to steganalysis makes it universal and independent of the specific type of steganography algorithms and digital image container format.
Materials and Methods
The new approach for solving problems of the detection of various violations of the integrity of digital content is presented. At this moment the effectiveness of proposed approach is confirmed by series of numerical experiments (Kobozeva and Khoroshko, 2009 ). Here every information system is represented as a finite set of two-dimensional matrixes. The change of the system's state is formally described as a set of the perturbation of matrix parameters full set. Set of singular values and singular vectors of the matrix (matrixes) used as a set of the parameters. The formal parameters satisfy the certain requirements (Kobozeva and Khoroshko, 2009 ). The universality of the proposed approach makes it perspective for further use in the detection of various integrity violations of digital images, i.e. for the steganalysis organization.
The basic idea of the proposed approach (Kobozeva and Khoroshko, 2009 ) is as follows. All images are stored in digital formats -lossy or lossless. The quantity of such formats is finite. The saving process and formal presentation of digital images occurs according to certain algorithms, results in specific characteristic features of the formal parameters (singular values and vectors of matrixes). Detection of these patterns gives possibility to state the originality of digital image; but their violations is the result of the integrity violations.
The aim of this research is theoretical basis development of the new common approach for organizing the detection process of integrity violation of digital images. The efficiency of the developed approach should not depend on the specific type and method of implementation of these forgeries and image format.
Results and Discussion
We will consider one matrix F as formal representation of digital image (Kobozeva and Khoroshko, 2009 ). We will split matrix F into non-crossing l l  -blocks B . (Kobozeva, 2014) . The results of computational experiments involved one thousand 1000×1000 digital images (with different container format, brightness, contrast, content generated by professional and nonprofessional video cameras). It was defined that only 0.07% of the total number of image's blocks may be decomposable for 8×8-blocks in principle (Kobozeva, 2014) . And this number is slightly increasing for 4×4-blocks.
For symmetric nonnegative matrix T BB in accordance with (1): 
) and vector of standard basis
Computational experiments (which involved 500 digital images in various formats -lossy and lossless) were conducted to confirm (2) .
The (2) is to use 4×4-blocks of image's matrix for analysis of digital images (Fig. 1, a) . Here, histograms global maximum is achieved for   The established ratio (2) is specific for original digital images. For majority of blocks the ratio (2) will be violated in the conditions of the perturbation actions on images. This was confirmed by the results of computational experiments with such perturbation actions: the Gaussian additive, Multiplicative with different characteristics, "Salt-Pepper", Poisson noise.
However, taking into account only one parameter -argument of a global maximum of Г U -, Г Vhistograms for the digital image it is possible situation when to separate the original image from nonoriginal will be impossible because analyzed parameters can be the same (Fig. 2) . It is necessary to use additional characteristics of digital images for analysis. Taking into account all aforesaid it is clear that ratio (2) violation after changing the original image will reduce the number of blocks in which (2) will take place. Formally this will be expressed in reducing of the global maximum of Г U -, Г V -histograms for perturbed digital image as compared with original one. The horizontal "enlargement" of the histogram will be as consequence (Fig. 1, b and 1, c) .
The Г U -, Г V -histograms of original and perturbed digital images were directly considered and compared for practical confirmation of the received results. Г U (Г V ) global maximum value of original image often about 1.5-2 times higher than the corresponding perturbed image. Also the histogram of perturbed image is "wider" than the original one (Fig. 1) .
Thus, the relation of the size of a global maximum of Г U (Г V ) to the size of dispersion of values can act as the padding quantitative parameter for separation of the original digital image from the nonoriginal one.
The proposed approach will make it possible to distinguish between the original and non-original image and in addition in some cases will allow making conclusions about the nature of perturbation action. Already now the different nature of value distribution of sizes of the analyzed angles for the original digital image and the noisy one is apparent (Fig. 3) . The curve constructed in Fig. 3 is the curve of Gaussian distribution corresponding to parameters of the corresponding histograms. It was obtained using Matlab function histfit. The effect of Multiplicative noise imposing makes the distribution of angles closer to Gaussian distribution unlike the original digital image or image with Gaussian noise added.
The obtained characteristics allow distinguishing the original digital image from and perturbed one even if global maximum of Г U -, Г V -histograms are equal.
All aforesaid can be used for development of identification methods of digital images integrity violation. As the main steps of one of such methods first presented in this paper -method Kobozeva-BobokGarbuz (KBG) -may be the following ones.
Step 1. To build the Г U , Г V for the analyzed digital image.
Step 2. To define for the Г U , Г V the arguments of the global maximums A U , A V and the global maximums M U , M V accordingly.
Step 3. To calculate the quantities of the S U , S V blocks for analyzed digital image using Г U , Г V having
, where T -parameter of the method.
Step 4. Checking.
If A U , A V  {59, 60, 61}, then the integrity of analyzed digital image is violated. If A U , A V  {59, 60, 61} and (S U /M U > P U )(S V /M V > P V ), where P U , P V -the threshold values, that are defined experimentally, then the integrity of analyzed digital image is violated.
If A U , A V  {59, 60, 61} and (S U /M U ≤ P U )(S V /M V ≤ P V ), then the integrity of analyzed digital image is not violated.
The further results are given for the method implementation with such parameters values: T = 15°, P U = P V = 3.2. Let assume for convenience:
Let us illustrate the work of the proposed method for two digital images, that are stored in different formats (in terms of loses): Lena (lossless) (Fig. 4, a) , Owlet (lossy) (Fig. 4, b) . These images are taken from the digital images databases, that are traditional for various algorithms testing -The USC-SIPI Image Database, and The NRCS Photo Gallery. As it is seen from the results shown in Table 1 and 2, the considering of proposed quantitative variables allows separating the original digital image from the one with integrity violated because of disturbances, that are differ from steganography transformation. Also it is achieved by means of imbedding the suppressed information using various steganography algorithms (in Table 2 the various modifications of the LSB-method under various hidden communication channel throughput (HT) are shown). Even where A U = A V = 60° (for example, the case of superimposition of the "Salt-Pepper" noise on tested digital images) the directed qualitative comparison of histograms Г U , Г V for original and perturbed digital image taking into account the written above allows their classification (Fig. 5) , that are confirmed by additional qualitative parameters k U and k V for which: k U ≥ P U , k V ≥ P V .
As it seen of results shown in Table 1 (lossy/lossless), specificity of used steganography algorithms, specialties and parameters of superimposed noises: all images instances with violated integrity were detected by KBG method, the original images are also classified correctly. One of the most widely used steganography methods for now is the LSB, but the problem of embedding detection using LSB-method is not completely solved till present time. Accounting this, to get comparative evaluation of KBG work in the context of steganography analysis, the modern steganalytical methods were chosen: Ker's, Liu's, HGE, NDH COM, RLH COM, Fused feature, Joint feature set (Xia, et al., 2011; Li, et al., 2011) . These methods can detect the LSB-method and they are reviewed in modern public media as the most effective ones. The results of computational experiment, where 500 digital images of various formats (lossy/lossless) were used, are presented in Table 3 . There is the integral parameter ρ (Fridrich, 2004) were used as the qualitative one, that characterizes the efficiency of steganalytical methods. As it seen of the Table 3 , the KBG method is comparable to the best of reviewed analogues in efficiency in the context of detection of additional information embedding. At that, the proposed method has wider application area by detection of digital image integrity violation, that are different from steganography transformation results. 
Conclusions
This paper discusses the developed basics of the new general approach for organizing the detection process of the integrity violation of digital images. The efficiency of the proposed algorithm does not depend on the specific type and method of implementation of these forgeries and image format. It was shown that for most blocks of an original image (regardless the format of the digital image container: lossy or lossless) the angle between the left (right) singular vector corresponding to the largest singular value of the l l  -block of image's matrix and vector composed of the singular values of the block is defined by the angle between the n-optimal vector and the first vector of the standard basis l R . It is proved and experimentally confirmed that the obtained feature of formal parameters of image with integrity violation will take place in a much lower number of image's blocks compared to the original image. The Г U -, Г V -histograms are also qualitatively different.
The presented results after obtaining of qualitative estimations of the detected differences were used during the development of the new method KBG for digital images violation integrity detection. Using a computational experiment, it was shown that the efficiency of KBG is comparable to the efficiency of the best modern steganalytical methods, along with this it detects the digital images integrity violation, that are different from steganography transformation results. 
